Why is an “exclusive” interview with a communist terrorist considered so newsworthy and important when
it was clear from the beginning that Ayers would never admit to or implicate himself in murder? This
amounted to negotiating with terrorists and interviewing them on their terms.

Bill Ayers on the
“Kelly File” on his
bombings: “Me
personally, I’ve
never talked about
it, never will.”
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This is not journalism. This is ratings-driven sensationalism. Kelly uses sex to
sell her program to viewers and advertisers.

Daily Telegraph: “Wearing black lingerie and with her tousled hair tumbling
down around her shoulders, the blue-eyed blonde looked like a sex kitten
as she posed for the revealing shoot” in GQ magazine.

Perhaps the biggest lie was told by Kelly herself, when she appeared on the Fox
News show “The Five” on June 30, 3014, and claimed: “And here's the thing.
When I looked into Bill Ayers -- and I have to give credit to my team, because
we spent weeks preparing for this, getting all the brand-new information
and everything he ever did. All of his books and all of the books about him, that
was the key.” No, it is apparent she did not read Larry Grathwohl’s book.
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Fox News and other outlets made
it seem like Kelly was tough on Ayers

What she actually said was “You sound like –
with respect – Osama bin Laden.”
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Ayers Smeared FBI Informant Larry Grathwohl,
who passed away last year and could not defend himself.
KELLY: Larry Grathwohl is somebody who
infiltrated the Weather Underground. He claimed
that you visited him in Buffalo in 1970 and
complained that Bernardine Dohrn had to do it
herself, that bombing, because others, quote,
“weren’t active enough in committing violence.”
And the San Francisco police union recently
accused the Weather Underground of this
murder.
AYERS: Complete lies. And Larry Grathwohl
was in SDS but he was never in the Weather
Underground and –
KELLY: SDS was the precursor to the Weather
Underground.
AYERS: Yes, it was the student movement,
exactly. And no, Larry Grathwohl was lying and
the police union doesn’t know what they’re
talking about.
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Bill Ayers not only smeared Larry, he used Fox News to smear all Vietnam Veterans
Ayers talked repeatedly on the show about U.S. involvement in a “genocidal” war and 6000 being
murdered by U.S. forces every week. These were some of the most outrageous and objectionable
claims. None was rebutted on the show.

Larry Grathwohl joined the Army in 1964, wanting to go
to jump school and be assigned to the 101’st Airborne
Division. He got his wish and was assigned to the 2/502
Infantry and was sent to Vietnam in July of 1965. After
completing his tour he was assigned to Ft. Knox,
Kentucky, and became a Drill Instructor. Upon receiving
an Honorable discharge, and while attending the
University of Cincinnati, he was recruited by the
Cincinnati Police to infiltrate the Weathermen. He would
later be working for the FBI and become the only
person to go underground with what became known as
the Weather Underground. After his cover was blown,
he testified before several Federal Grand Juries, the
U.S. Senate and at the Mark Felt/Ed Miller FBI trail. He
wrote the 1976 book, Bringing Down America (with
Frank Reagan), detailing his experiences.
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Bill Ayers told Megyn Kelly that Grathwohl wasn’t even in the Weathermen. Megyn Kelly did
not rebut this lie.
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Sgt. Brian V. McDonnell was a victim of the Weather Underground’s Park Police Station
bombing on February 16, 1970. He caught the full force of the flying shrapnel. (He died
from his injuries two days later). This case, featured on the “Kelly File” show interview
with Bill Ayers, can still be solved and indictments can be brought, despite Megyn Kelly’s
erroneous statements to the contrary.
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FACT CHECK
Kelly: “Ayers and Dohrn might also be in jail today but the FBI broke the law in pursuing them, and in the
end no case was brought.”
FACT: The Park Police Station bombing case is still active.
Kelly: “You and your group were calling for more violence, what we saw in February of 1970, February 16th
was San Francisco police officer Brian McDonnell, a 44-year-old father of two and husband, was killed when
a bomb went off at his police station and eight other police officers were injured in that blast. Now, your wife
Bernardine Dohrn has been accused of that crime. Do you deny it?”
Ayers: “Absolutely deny it. Absolutely nothing to do with it.”

Grathwohl: “When he [Bill Ayers] returned, we had another meeting at which
time—and this is the only time that any Weathermen told me about
something that someone else had done—and Bill started off telling us about
the need to raise the level of the struggle and for stronger leadership inside
the Weathermen ‘focals’ [cells] and inside the Weatherman organization as
a whole. And [what] he cited as one of the real problems was that someone
like Bernardine Dohrn had to plan, develop and carry out the bombing of the
police station in San Francisco, and he specifically named her as the person
that committed that act.”
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Facts about the Park Station case missing from the “Kelly File.”
The bomb contained heavy metal staples and lead bullets.

SFPOA: “Officers Martin and Arnaud, who were standing several feet
from the window ledge, were knocked to the ground and sustained
injuries from the flying glass. The bomb caused Officers Doherty and
Buckner to suffer hearing impairment and shock. Sergeant Kotta was
knocked to the floor of the assembly room unconscious. Officer
Fogerty had suffered multiple severe wounds on his face, cheek and
legs from the flying fragments and glass. Officers O’Sullivan and Rath
were also injured by the flying pieces of debris.”
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Bernardine Dohrn: “I didn’t have anything to do with it… What Grand Jury?” Dohrn
served seven months in jail for refusing to cooperate with the federal grand jury
investigating the robbery in which two policemen and a Brinks guard were killed.

Bernardine Dohrn and Medea Benjamin at “GreenFest” in D.C.
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Former FBI agent Max Noel to Megyn Kelly: “I’m extremely
disappointed, as are a number of us who actually worked the WUO
case on a daily basis in your attempt to ‘confront him’ without
availing yourself of the knowledge that those of us who actually
worked the case could have given you.”

Max Noel (left), Cliff Kincaid and Larry Grathwohl. 2010.

America’s Survival, Inc. sponsors “Justice for Victims of Weather
Underground Terrorism.” Conferences were held in Washington, D.C. and
San Francisco.
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“What Bill Ayers said about my father was untrue…
I was very disgusted. Megyn Kelly let him [Ayers] go on his soapbox.”

Lindsay Grathwohl on America’s Survival TV on July
9, 2014: “I was never contacted” by Fox News about
the show. “When I reached out to them myself, I have
never received a response to date.”
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Kelly failed to mention that
Ayers’ fingerprints were
found in a Weather
Underground bomb
factory in San Francisco,
where Sgt. McDonnell was
killed.
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Dohrn in hiding in San Francisco 1970s. Weatherman Jeff Jones receiving money at Western Union.

Max Noel: “If you read Bill Ayers book, you’ll note that he doesn’t mention
having been in San Francisco at all. He does that because he knows
Bernardine has culpability to this date for the killing of Sgt. Brian V.
McDonnell. Funny his fingerprints were all over the Pine Street apartment.
Bernardine accompanied Jeff Jones to the Western Union telegraph office
to pick up money being wired to them in order to flee San Francisco.”
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Bill Ayers says the Weather Underground blew things up. Stabbing instruments
were found in a Weather Underground bomb factory. Ayers’ fingerprints were
found in the apartment housing this bomb factory and Marxist-Leninist library.
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Former FBI agent Max Noel said about the “voiceoperated” bomb switch (left): “If you’re using a voiceactivated switch, it would seem to me that probably
someone had to be within close proximity of the bomb
to activate that bomb…”
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Ayers and Dohrn claimed they were against the Vietnam War.
But no “anti-war” literature was found in their Weather
Underground bomb factory.
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Grathwohl said the purpose of the “Venceremos Brigades” to
Cuba included terrorist training. (Naomi is Naomi Jaffe of the
Weather Underground).
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Ayers was not an “anti-war activist.” He was an international terrorist
who favored a communist victory in Vietnam. His group had connections
to Hanoi, Havana, and Moscow. Ayers is an advocate of a foreign ideology
that the Black Book of Communism says has killed about 100 million people.
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Cliff Kincaid letter to Roger Ailes of Fox News:
The Ayers appearance on Fox News is a terrible precedent which constitutes the rehabilitation of a
communist terrorist, setting the stage for President Obama to use his pardon power to release some of
Ayers’ comrades from prison. Indeed, Weather Underground terrorist Linda Evans, who was pardoned
by President Clinton and released from prison, recently spoke at a pro-Castro event in Washington, D.C.
and talked openly of a campaign to get other terrorists released from prison.
In fact, Obama’s Attorney General Eric Holder was deputy attorney general in the Clinton administration
and was involved in pardons for members of the Puerto Rican FALN and the Weather Underground,
including Evans. Under Obama, the Holder Justice Department granted early release to Weather
Underground terrorist Marilyn Buck.

What is needed in Park Police Station case:
• Forensic reexamination of bombs (for fingerprints, etc.) and bomb debris.
• Track down Weather Underground support people.
• Tools and materials discovered at Pine Street bomb factory can be retested.
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The San Francisco Police Officers Association's leadership has been told to muzzle it after
signing a letter accusing onetime Weather Underground radical Bill Ayers and his wife,
Bernardine Dohrn, of being behind the nearly 40-year-old bombing at a San Francisco police
station that killed a sergeant. …Police Officers Association President Gary Delagnes confirmed
that his union got a call from federal investigators telling them they had an "active
investigation and should not be commenting on the case.”
“Police officers told to zip lips on bombing.” By Phillip Matier and Andrew Ross. San Francisco Chronicle.
Wednesday, March 18, 2009.

Former Weather Underground terrorist Linda
Evans speaking at “Five Days for the Cuban
Five” event in honor of Cuban spies, under the
watchful eyes of José Ramón Cabañas, Chief of
the Cuban Interests Section in Washington, D.C.,
and his agents. Linda Evans and Rafael Cancel
Miranda emphasized the opportunity to get their
comrades released from prison—most notably
Oscar Lopez Rivera, a member of the Cubansupported Puerto Rican FALN.
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Eric Holder is funneling taxpayer money to the Haywood Burns Institute,
with Bernardine Dohrn on the board, for “crime reduction.”
$649,000 in grants

Burns (married to Jennifer Dohrn) was also a communist. Before his premature death in a car
accident in 1996, he rose high in legal organizations with direct or ideological ties to Soviet
communists, including the Lawyers Committee on Nuclear Policy, the National Emergency Civil
Liberties Committee, the Cuban-front Association of American Jurists, the Communist-front
International Association of Democratic Lawyers (IADL), and the National Conference of Black
Lawyers, which he founded.
- Tina Trent
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Weather Underground terrorist Marilyn Buck, given early release from prison by
the Obama/Holder Justice Department, was involved with the BLA in San
Francisco. She cased the Ingleside Police Station In San Francisco for this
attack. This is the bullet-proof window in front of Sgt. John Young’s desk

This was a description of the woman who
“cased” the Ingleside station. It is believed
to be Buck.
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The terrorists inserted a shotgun through the window and
killed Sgt. Young.
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This is from Marilyn Buck’s FBI file.
It declares her a suspect in the murder of Sgt. Young.
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Ayers and Dohrn paid tribute to Buck after her death
(in a memorial booket).
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Another questionable exchange took place regarding Dohrn praising the psychopath Charles Manson as a true
“revolutionary,” when she added, “First they killed those pigs [i.e., the victims, including a pregnant movie
actress], then they ate dinner in the same room with them. Then they even shoved a fork into one’s stomach.
Wild.” This exchange followed:
Ayers: This is not true.

Kelly: This is your sweetheart? This is your soul mate?
Ayers: No, no, no. This is nonsense. And this is something again that gets
re-circulated.
Kelly: You deny she said it?
Ayers: Absolutely. What she said, was American culture is so obsessed
with the craziness, and it still goes on today.
Kelly: That's not how the New York Times reported it. The New York Times reported it exactly as I put on the
board. Did they lie too?
Ayers: The New York Times, they lie daily, are you kidding?

In fact, the Dorhn statement was reported by Larry Grathwohl in his book. Also, Kelly did not bring up the
fact that Christopher G. Kennedy, chairman of the University of Illinois Board of Trustees, led the effort to
deny Bill Ayers the title of professor emeritus because Ayers and Dohrn had written a book dedicated in
part to the killer of his father, Robert F. Kennedy. This means, in effect, that Ayers is no longer a “professor,”
as Kelly repeatedly claimed he is.
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Ayers denies that the Ayers/Dohrn “Prairie Fire” Manifesto was
dedicated in part to Sirhan Sirhan, the assassin of anti-war
candidate Robert F. Kennedy. Kelly never brought this up.

In fact, Sirhan Sirhan was a fanatical Palestinian who killed Robert F. Kennedy because Kennedy
was a supporter of Israel. The assassination occurred on the first anniversary of the Six Day War
in which Israel defeated the armies of its Arab neighbors. What’s more, Sirhan’s diaries include
the repeated phrases, “RFK must die,” and “long live communism.”
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Dohrn, perhaps more notorious than Ayers,
had praised the mass murdering
psychopath Charles Manson as a true
“revolutionary.” Manson had taken a group
of young people, subjected them to heavy
drug use, and ordered them to commit
murder. This modus operandi was evident
in the activities of the Weather
Underground itself, whose members used
illegal drugs, practiced group sex and
homosexuality, and engaged in violence
and murder. The Weather Underground
helped LSD advocate Timothy Leary
escape from a federal prison in September
1970.
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Friends of Larry Grathwohl demand that Fox News correct the record about Larry and
allow the truth to be told. On July 18, we will be blogging about our friend and patriot.

Tina Trent, who helped Larry re-publish his book,
wrote after his death, “Larry was a sweet and
decent and very wise man. He risked his life to
protect us from murderous adolescent Marxists
like Bill Ayers and Bernardine Dohrn. Doubtlessly
there would be family members of police and
soldiers who would be without their loved ones
tonight if Larry had not infiltrated the Weather
Underground and exposed their crimes.”
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For a lifetime of service to America
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